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The trusted leader in textile technology 

Safety Components Fabric Technologies Inc. (SCFTI) is a 
vertically integrated manufacturer of high-performance technical 
fabrics. It is part of Elevate Textiles, a newly formed collection of 
top textile companies and brands providing comprehensive global 
product solutions across many diverse industries focused on 
innovation, sustainability and heritage craftsmanship. 

SCFTI’s patented outdoor fabric, WeatherMAX® 80, changed the 
marine cover market by providing a highly fade-resistant, long-
lasting fabric that outperforms acrylic and solution-dyed polyester 
fabrics. It has proven that a fabric can be strong without weight, 
breathable yet highly resistant to water, rugged yet still providing 
the beautiful, rich appearance that today’s boater expects. Made 
from solution- dyed SaturaMax yarns, WeatherMAX® 80 is light and 
easy to handle, dimensionally stable and strong, and now has the 
game-changing new HydroMax+ finish for water repellency. Ideal 
for bimini tops, mooring and playpen covers, trailerable covers and 
other applications that are subject to prolonged sun exposure. 

Patent-pending WeatherMAX 3D provides many of the same 
protective characteristics of WeatherMAX 80 but with elasticity 
for hard-to-fit shapes and contoured shades. SCFTI also 
manufactures technical fabrics for firefighter turnout gear, soft 
armor, air bags and other demanding end products.

» See our ad on page 2.
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Safety Components Fabric Technologies

Your upholstery supply, 

fabric and textile superstore

Since 1972, Rochford Supply has been a wholesale distributor 
of textiles and supplies catering to the upholstery, marine and 
automotive industries. As we continue to expand, we have 
broadened our focus to better serve our customers. We pride 
ourselves in stocking the best products to make your next 
project a success with our promise of quality fabrics at an 
affordable price!

We are centrally located in Minneapolis, Minn. Our facility 
features a large warehouse and sample room that allows us 
to carry a wide variety of products, keeping us your supplier 
of choice. We are committed to our standard of same-day 
shipping, making us the leader in the industry.

Our warehouse and catalog are bursting with new products, 
so discover the endless possibilities for your next upholstery 
project today! You can also browse and shop all of our 
products online at www.rochfordsupply.com. If you can’t find 
what you are looking for, give our experienced team a call. 
Our staff members are the most knowledgeable in the industry 
with each averaging more than 20 years of experience. We are 
always happy to assist with quick and courteous service.  

» See our ad on page 31.
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